INTERNAL POSTING--------- Calgary AB---REQUISITION # 1325

Opened March 1, 2022

TITLE:
LOCATION:
DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT CODE:
REPORTS TO:

CONTROL ROOM CONSULTANT
CALGARY AB
CONSULTING
64
CTO

PRIMARY ROLE:
As part of the consulting team, the Control Room Consultant will work with Evans’ customers and internal stakeholders in
understanding the operational requirements of a control room (s) and translate those requirements into actual conceptual
operational designs. As a subject matter expert in control rooms, the consultant will be the trusted advisor to the customer
and will help guide them throughout the consulting process. The role will require continuous learning and development of
knowledge in the areas of ergonomics, design, control room technology, AV technology, IT technology and similar
WORK LOCATION/ENVIRONMENT:



Position is based in Calgary AB
Not a home-based position but does have some latitude

ESSENTIAL DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:








Lead specific consulting opportunities (cradle to grave)
Organize and run onsite workshops with customers and key stakeholders
Understand and apply (specify) various technologies that apply to control rooms
Develop conceptual operational plans
Create consulting reports ensuring compliance to control room design standards (including ISO 11064)
Develop specifications for customers (consoles, acoustics, lighting, IT, Video Management and AV systems and
similar
Work closely with Construction Services team in joint projects as well as actively promote other Evans services
and capabilities

OTHER DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Business development and active promotion of Evans consulting services
 Supports initiatives and develops recommendations, training and guidance documents for Internal Evans
operational recommendations and disclaimers.
 Develops relationships and communication paths with all departments to draw from the pool of subject matter
expertise to offer the customer comprehensive solutions.
 Work closely with Evans Sales to develop and grow customer relationships
EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE/COMPETENCIES:






College/University Diploma
Business degree, completed or undertaking formal studies to attain an accounting designation
3-5 years manufacturing experience and cost and project accounting experience
Work experience in administration of payroll
Computer savvy, with intermediate+ to advanced skills in Microsoft Excel
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RELATIONSHIPS/INTERACTIONS:
 Work closely with Evans Regional Sales Managers, the Construction & Project Management Teams
 Continuously work with and develop relationships with Evans technology partners based on the regional
dynamics and requirements
 Foster relationships with other consulting and architectural companies within the control room space.
COMPETENCIES:















Ability to understand and leverage technology in practical applications
Quickly form new relationships and gain trust with customers
Excellent research skills
Good numerical skills
Attention to detail
Analytical mind with excellent data collection and analysis skills
Aptitude in creative problem-solving
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
Tact and persuasive ability
Ability to work comfortably as an individual or in a team
Modelling skills – 2D and 3D
Good oral and written communication skills
Ability to work with a flexible schedule. Many hours will be expected outside of a typical working day / week.
Ability to travel upon short notice when necessary. NOTE this role may require up to 50% travel at times.

CHARACTERISTICS/BEHAVIOURS & ATTRIBUTES:










Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
Ability to quickly develop relationships at various levels and establish credibility and trust
An effective collaborator with strong cross-functional teamwork mindset
Ability to set goals and prioritize
Respects, adheres to deadlines and schedules
Confident, decisive, and persistent communicator in providing and receiving pertinent information
High degree of accuracy and detail
Seeks to achieve desired results
Focuses on what is important to customers

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:


Travel is a requirement, primarily North America

APPLICATION PROCESS:

We strongly encourage internal applications, this is a position that for some will be an interesting change, career
development or promotional opportunity. If interested and feel you have what it takes to join Katie and Matko in
further developing ‘Consulting’ at Evans send your interest to careers@evansonline.com
This position will be posted in tandem with an external posting on LinkedIn, Social Media, and Evans’ website. It
shall remain open until a qualified candidate has been found.

Posted March 1, 2022
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